
From: Ashley Amidon <aamidon@pestworld.org> 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 1:04 PM 
To: Ashley Amidon <aamidon@pestworld.org> 
Subject: DC NPMA Update: PPP Funding Still Stalled 
  
Committee members and Correspondents 
  
I wanted to provide a brief DC update. One of the biggest stories raging in DC (other than PPP funding) is Trump’s 
interest in reopening the economy. He reportedly spent Easter weekend polling advisors informally on the future of 
Dr. Fauci, as Fauci has been one of the most public figures urging continued social distancing. However, even if 
Trump decides to “reopen the economy” it may not have much effect beyond Federal government employees, as 
states and localities are the ones with stay at home and other orders in place, so ultimately it will be up to these 
governors and mayors when businesses can reopen and social activities resume. Other news to catch up on: 
  

• Paycheck Protection Program (PPP): Earlier this morning the Senate failed yet again to advance additional 
PPP funding. As of COB Friday approximately $168 B of the $350 B funding for the program has been 
given out in loans. The Administration estimates that the funding may be out by as early as Friday April 
17th. The Senate is not scheduled to come in again till April 16th, but could choose to come back earlier to 
deal with this. The Dems and GOP appear to be at a stalemate: the GOP wants a clean infusion, and the 
Dems say other items must be dealt with simultaneously. An UPDATED summary of the Dem proposal is 
attached. 

• Consolidated US Gov’t Resources: While put out by a partisan organization, this Senate Republican Policy 
Committee doc attached has consolidated agency resources across the federal government in an easy to 
read and navigate format. You can see what each agency is offering to help. 

• The CARES Act Cost: the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) is expected to release scoring of CARES 
this week, and the rumor is they will score it at closer to $3 trillion, rather than the $2 trillion it has been 
reported as. 

• US Withdrawing from WHO? The Administration is looking into whether to withdraw funding from the World 
Health Organisation (WHO) and/or creating another body that would compete. More details here. 

  
Last but not least, you may find this Chart put together by Morgan Stanley interesting, as it charts out a possible 
future for the remainder of this crisis and what it could mean for the economy: 
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